Perception of edges and visual texture in the camouflage of the common cuttlefish, *Sepia officinalis*
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The cuttlefish, *Sepia officinalis*, provides a fascinating opportunity to investigate the mechanisms of camouflage as it rapidly changes its body patterns in response to the visual environment. We investigated how edge information determines camouflage responses through the use of spatially high-pass filtered ‘objects’ and of isolated edges. We then investigated how the body pattern responds to objects defined by texture (second-order information) compared with those defined by luminance. We found that (i) edge information alone is sufficient to elicit the body pattern known as Disruptive, which is the camouflage response given when a whole object is present, and furthermore, isolated edges cause the same response; and (ii) cuttlefish can distinguish and respond to objects of the same mean luminance as the background. These observations emphasize the importance of discrete objects (bounded by edges) in the cuttlefish’s choice of camouflage, and more generally imply that figure–ground segregation by cuttlefish is similar to that in vertebrates, as might be predicted by their need to produce effective camouflage against vertebrate predators.
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Processes in the psychological plane cause us to overlook the fact that in the physical plane all optical effects whatsoever are fundamentally due to differences of colour and brightness, and of light and shade.

(Cott 1940, p. 3)

1. INTRODUCTION

(a) Vision and visual camouflage

Accounts of camouflage reflect basic concepts about the relationship between sensory perception and the physical world. The twist is that whereas the discussion of this question normally refers to human perception we must now focus on non-human species. Cott’s (1940) book on *Adaptive Coloration in Animals* remains the most valuable work on camouflage. Cott was familiar with the idea that to achieve verisimilitude an artist has to paint the physical patterns of light and shade created by three-dimensional surfaces. Naive artists overlook these optical effects in favour of ‘higher level’ objects. Only with skill and training is it possible to recover the ‘innocence of the eye’ that is needed to render naturalistic scenes on canvas (Cott 1940; Gombrich 1960). This reasoning led Cott to explicitly reject psychological interpretations of camouflage in favour of what he saw as ‘simple’ optical effects. Cott was however interested in the psychology of attention, as with the suggestion that high-contrast internal features distract the viewer.

\(^*\) Author for correspondence (s.zylinski@sussex.ac.uk).

Since the 1950s, work in biological and computational vision has drawn attention to the importance of local spatio-temporal filtering and feature detection in low-level visual processing (Mather 2006). That is to say, operations that are performed in parallel across the image by neurons with small receptive fields in structures such as the retina and primary visual cortex of mammals, or the insect optic lobe. The size and complexity of these neural centres, as well as the difficulties of solving equivalent problems in computational vision, imply that substantial resources are required to identify local image features, and then to segregate an image into discrete regions or objects (Troscianko et al. 2009). An appreciation of the costs and complexity of low-level vision draws attention to the importance of psychological mechanisms in object detection. In contrast to Cott, workers such as Julesz (1971) found camouflage interesting precisely because it provides insight into visual mechanisms. Julesz (1971) presented his celebrated demonstrations of how depth and relative motion could be used for figure–ground segregation in random dot patterns as examples of ‘camouflage breaking’. These demonstrations stimulated much work on visual algorithms. There is now evidence for multiple mechanisms in low-level vision, which appear to operate ‘in parallel’, for example, in edge and motion detection, texture coding and local spatial frequency analysis (Mather 2006).

Texture classification is an aspect of visual camouflage that nicely illustrates the importance of visual mechanisms. Image data (including visual textures) can be characterized in terms of the statistics of the intensity at each point or pixel. The first-order statistic is the mean intensity and the second-order statistic
specifies the relationship between intensities of pairs of pixels as a function of their separations (see experiment 2). Julesz (1981) showed that visual textures (e.g. isodipole patterns) that are identical in their first- and second-order statistics (spatial frequency power spectrum) are nonetheless visually distinct (Malik & Perona 1990; Victor et al. 2005). The implication is that the eye classifies textures by higher-order statistical properties (e.g. relationships between triplets of pixels), which probably correspond to local features such as edges or corners. These higher-order properties cannot be identified simply from the output of a linear filter (or, equivalently, from the spatial frequency power spectrum). Julesz’s (1981) texton theory attempts to define the set of features that humans use to classify visual textures, especially in figure–ground segregation, but despite considerable interest (e.g. from the virtual reality and computer gaming industries) the classification and synthesis of visual textures still cannot be automated (Portilla & Simoncelli 2000). Put simply, this means that for humans there is no simple way to predict whether one visual texture (e.g. on a body) will match another (e.g. a background). A more general conclusion is that accounts of cryptic matching carry significant assumptions, about the mechanisms of edge detections and texture classification, that are more or less untested in non-human species.

Following low-level feature detection, visual systems integrate information from multiple sources to interpret the complex and often ambiguous signals in natural images; this is the problem of higher-level vision, or visual cognition. Once again, work in computational vision has been influential, especially in identifying the ‘problems’ that need to be tackled. Marr (1982) proposed that vision is a multistage process. The first stage locates local features such as edges in the retinal image (Marr & Hildreth 1980). These two-dimensional feature maps are integrated to give a representation of objects in the three-dimensional world. The proposal that vision requires an internal representation, which Marr called the two-and-a-half dimensional sketch, has been criticized owing to its cognitive character. Animate vision (Ballard 1991) and ecological theories of vision (Gibson 1979) suggest that animals’ actions and the properties of natural images constrain and simplify visual processing so that deriving an internal representation from local feature maps is computationally wasteful and/or unnecessary. More generally, the relevance of cognitive models to non-human species is controversial. If one holds that humans have internal representations but that animals do not then it may follow that there are fundamental differences between Marr-like human and ‘Gibsonian’ animal vision; for instance, there is doubt that non-human species enjoy our own rich visual perception (or representation) of the external world (Horridge 1991; Stoerig 1998; Troje et al. 1999).

Of course, the effectiveness and refinement of camouflage suggests that other species do indeed share our strategies of figure–ground detection. Following this line of reasoning, ultimately one might hope to interpret camouflage in terms of visual mechanisms, instead of optical principles (Cott 1940), although as Troscianko and co-workers point out elsewhere in this issue (Troscianko et al. 2009) a complete account is an ambitious objective, because there may be as many camouflage strategies as there are mechanisms of figure detection. It is nonetheless tempting to make inferences from camouflage about texture perception (Kittie & Laine 1992), edge detection (Osorio & Srinivasan 1991) and so forth. An obvious way to investigate camouflage is to ask how particular types of pattern engage with—and defeat—visual mechanisms, for example, by surveying the relationship between coloration patterns of different species and their habitats. Alternatively, one can study animals such as cephalopod molluscs that can control their appearance, and ask what pattern is selected in a given context. In particular, cuttlefish (Sepia officinalis and Sepia pharaonis) have recently provided a unique and powerful system for investigating camouflage design, and hence the vision, of these remarkable animals.

(b) Visual camouflage in S. officinalis

Cuttlefish, similar to other coleoid cephalopods (squid and octopus), change their body patterns with great facility via intradermal chromatophores, which are under direct neural control and visually driven (Hanlon & Messenger 1996). Although also used in inter- and intraspecific signalling (Adamo et al. 2000; Langridge 2006; Langridge et al. 2007), the flexibility and range of body pattern responses expressed by the cuttlefish is best demonstrated in camouflage. To select a pattern that minimizes the likelihood of detection, S. officinalis must be sensitive to image parameters that are relevant to its predators or prey (Kelman et al. 2007). Behavioural assays can explore how features of the background control the body pattern. Captive cuttlefish readily settle on an artificial background to produce a stable and recordable behavioural output (a body pattern) that is determined by the animal’s visual perception.

Much work on cuttlefish camouflage focuses on what visual features in the background promote specific body patterns. Hanlon & Messenger (1988) identified four main body patterns used by juvenile S. officinalis to achieve camouflage, which they named Uniform, Stipple, Mottle and Disruptive. (As Stevens & Merilaita (2009) say elsewhere in this issue, there is a discussion about the definition of disruptive camouflage, and in particular whether disruptive and cryptic camouflage are mutually exclusive principles. We use the terms ‘Disruptive body patterns’ and ‘Disruptive components’ because they are established and well understood in the literature on cuttlefish camouflage. We have capitalized this term, and the other body pattern categories, to indicate that we are referring to a type of pattern, as distinct from a functional class of camouflage.) Each pattern is made from a combination of more than 40 chromatic, textural, postural and locomotor ‘components’, which are flexible in their expression (Hanlon & Messenger 1988; Crook et al. 2002; Langridge 2006). The Disruptive body pattern is made of a number of Disruptive components
Several low-level visual cues are known to drive the expression of the Disruptive body pattern in *S. officinalis* (figure 1; Kelman et al. 2008). These include: area (objects such as pebbles of an area 70–120% of the animal’s ‘white square’ component must be in the visual environment; Barbosa et al. 2007); contrast (these objects should be lighter than the background; Chiao et al. 2005; Barbosa et al. 2008); and edginess (these objects must have defined edges—see below). Visual depth (both real and pictorial) increases the expression of some Disruptive components (Kelman et al. 2008). Cuttlefish probably have specialized (i.e. nonlinear) edge detectors, because they can discriminate conventional chequerboard (i.e. two-dimensional square wave) patterns from patterns with the same spatial frequency power spectrum but with a randomized phase of the spatial frequency components within the pattern (Morrone & Burr 1988; Kelman et al. 2007). The cuttlefish tends to express a Disruptive pattern on the conventional chequerboards and a Mottle on the phase-randomized patterns. Mätzger et al. (2007) used natural substrates to reduce the edginess of pebbles by filling in interstitial spaces around them with sand to similar effect; the expression of Disruptive components weakened as the edginess of the pebbles was reduced. Edges are relatively cheap to compute yet can be information rich (Morrone & Burr 1988), providing strong visual cues in object recognition. Given that objects with defined edges appear to be key in eliciting a

Disruptive response in *S. officinalis*, how much is edge information used by the animal to select its camouflage pattern? To answer this question, we compare responses of juvenile *S. officinalis* to a range of stimuli including edgy stimuli without area and to isolated edges (figure 2a). Objects that differ from the background in mean luminance (first-order information) can be detected directly from the outputs of neurons that behave as linear filters, for instance, by locating points of phase congruence (McGraw et al. 1999). However, objects that do not differ from the background in terms of average luminance will not be detected by such mechanisms, and require additional processing (e.g. signal rectification; Chubb et al. 2001). Such processes are said to be ‘second order’ (Cavanagh & Mather 1989; Landy & Graham 2001). Such processes are said to be ‘second order’ (Cavanagh & Mather 1989; Landy & Graham 2001). We therefore go on to explore the response of the cuttlefish to objects that are defined by variation in contrast or texture (second-order information) through the use of stimuli, where objects of a size known to give a Disruptive response are made up of much smaller objects, with an overall average luminance that is identical to the background (figure 3).

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

Cuttlefish were reared and maintained as described by Kelman et al. (2007). Subjects in experiment 1 were of 40–50 mm mantle length. Those used in experiment 2 were of 70–80 mm mantle length. We filmed the animals with a digital video camera (Canon XL-1) in an enclosed tank that was designed to prevent disturbance. Lights were arranged to limit shadows, and images were taken via a mirror at a 45° angle above the tank. Individual test subjects were placed in a circular arena of 250 mm diameter, 100 mm depth in seawater.

Test stimuli, printed onto standard A4 paper using a HP 1320 LaserJet printer, were placed under and around the edges of the arena. We describe the test stimuli in figure 2 (experiment 1—edge detection and object recognition) and figure 3 (experiment 2—second-order sensitivity). Images were collected after the animals had settled and the body pattern expressed had remained stable for at least 10 min.

The images of the cuttlefish were cut from the background using Adobe Photoshop v. 6.0 and randomized to ensure that grading was blind to both animal and treatment. Images were graded by eye by a single viewer (S.Z.) with previous grading experience for the expression of 32 body pattern, textural and postural components (Hanlon & Messenger 1988). The level
of expression of each component was measured on a four-point scale, 0–3, with 0 representing not expressed and 3 representing strongly expressed.

To aid interpretation and testing of the multivariate datasets from each experiment, the scores for each of the 32 components for each animal were entered in a principal component analysis (PCA), using MATLAB v. 7.1 (Jolliffe 1986). MANOVA was used on the PCA scores of individual animals averaged over the sampling occasions to test for significant difference between treatments in terms of the PC scores. Games–Howell tests (as the assumption of equality of the variance was not met; Meyers et al. 2005) were used for post hoc comparisons to determine where differences occurred between stimuli responses.

3. RESULTS

(a) Experiment 1: edge detection and object recognition

We scored the expression of behavioural components in the 200 images of juvenile S. officinalis resting on patterns with different types of edge information (figure 2). Four PCs were retained using the Kaiser criterion (retaining PCs with a variance greater than 1). These PCs account for over 65 per cent of the variance in the original dataset; PC1 and PC2 account for 30 and 21 per cent, respectively. PCs 1 and 2 correspond well to recognized body patterns (figure 4), which can be characterized as Mottle (or strong Stipple at lower...
expression) and Disruptive, respectively. The remaining two PCs do not correspond well with a recognizable body pattern, and are probably the result of individual response variation (e.g. the expression of minor body pattern components) as they do not show any meaningful effects of treatment.

A plot of treatment scores of six of the most relevant stimuli (figure 5a) shows how responses differ in terms of PC1 and 2. As would be expected, responses to high-contrast black and white circles tend to score highly positive on PC2 (corresponding to the high expression of Disruptive components) and low or negatively on PC1 (i.e. the low expression of Mottle body components). Responses to white circles on grey, high-passed whole circles and quarter sections of high-passed circles also score relatively highly on PC2 but show more variation across PC1.

Phase randomization of white circles on grey results in negative scores on PC2 and high positive scores on PC1. This effect of phase randomization corroborates the finding that removing phase information from an originally edgy stimulus leads to a Mottle response (Kelman et al. 2007). Responses to the homogeneous grey stimulus (negative control) are characterized by negative scores on both PCs, which corresponds to the Uniform body pattern (Hanlon & Messenger 1988).

Figure 5a shows how responses differ in terms of their PC1 and PC2 scores. For example, reducing the contrast of white circles reduces PC1 and PC2 scores, with responses to 40 and 20 per cent of the nominal contrast stimuli tending to be highly negative on both axes (i.e. Uniform or weak Stipple). Interestingly, responses to eighth section of high-passed circles tended to have low PC2 scores, but relatively high PC1 scores. This demonstrates that although these edges do not provide the necessary perceived area to promote a higher PC2 score (i.e. strong Disruptive pattern), they are perceived as different from low-contrast objects. This is in agreement with the observation that small high-contrast, edgy stimuli promote a Mottle response (Barbosa et al. 2007, 2008).

MANOVA of PC1–4 scores for all treatments showed that significant differences existed between the stimuli (Hotelling’s T-square, $F_{36,342} = 16.69$, $p < 0.005$). Crucially, post hoc comparison of responses to full white, high-passed and quarter high-passed circles confirm that there are no significant differences between these treatments ($p > 0.1$ on all PCs). Figure 5b shows a hierarchical cluster tree generated from the group means after the MANOVA by Mahalanobis distance (Martinez & Martinez 2005).

Figure 4. Contribution of original body component variables to the four PCs retained. Numbers in brackets relate to component numbers as described in Hanlon & Messenger (1988). Examples of cuttlefish show body patterns with components of high weighting for PC1 and PC2, with some body components labelled.
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This representation of the statistical distances/similarities between the responses to the stimuli illustrates the close relationship between responses to isolated edges and whole objects.

(b) **Experiment 2: second-order sensitivity**

Experiment 1 shows that edge information alone is a sufficient cue for *S. officinalis* to express Disruptive components. This experiment goes on to investigate further how cuttlefish identify objects by testing for sensitivity to second-order information, i.e. patterns where figure and ground have the same mean intensity but differ in their visual texture. This was done by comparing responses to conventional light circles on a dark background (figure 3b) with responses to circular patches of 3 mm chequerboard that had the same mean intensity as the background (figure 3c). Two control backgrounds were included in the study, one in which the same number of checks were scattered at random across the background (figure 3d), and another that consisted simply of a uniform 3 mm chequerboard (figure 3f; Barbosa *et al.* 2008).

Three PCs were retained under the Kaiser criterion, accounting for over 62 per cent of the variance in the original dataset. PC1 and PC2 accounted for 35 and 19 per cent, respectively. As with the previous experiment, PC1 corresponds well to the Mottle body pattern and PC2 to the Disruptive body pattern (figure 4). PC3 does not correspond to a recognizable body pattern.

Figure 6a shows a scatter plot of the PC1 and PC2 scores of the responses to the main experimental stimuli. White circles on a black background give, as expected, a strong Disruptive pattern, characterized by a relatively high PC2 score combined with a very negative PC1 score. White circles on a grey background again give high scores on PC2, but show more variation across PC1.

Responses to second-order stimuli (objects made of 3 mm squares, figure 3c) were very similar to those of white circles on grey on PC2, but tended to have higher scores on PC1 (i.e. this stimulus elicited Disruptive components combined with Mottle components). Responses to the same 3 mm squares scattered across the grey background are very distinct.
from those where the squares are grouped as objects, characterized by much lower PC2 scores, and a linear-type increase of PC1 with PC2. The extended 3 mm chequerboard stimulus gave negative PC2 scores, with many PC1 scores also negative. Reducing the contrast of the stimuli tends to reduce the score of PC1 and PC2 similarly. At 50 per cent nominal contrast most responses and at 25 per cent nominal contrast all responses were similar to that shown by a homogeneous grey background (see cluster tree, figure 6b).

A MANOVA of all the stimuli shows that there are significant differences in the responses to the stimuli (Hotelling’s T-square, $F_{5,1,260} = 7.92$, $p < 0.005$). Post hoc comparison of groups confirmed that the response to the second-order stimulus (‘objects’ formed from 3 mm checks on grey, squares) are not closely clustered with other groups and often have positive scores on both PC1 and 2. Images of cuttlefish illustrate the response typical to that area of the plot. (b) Hierarchical tree illustrating the statistical relationships of the responses to the stimuli as determined by MANOVA for PCs 1–3. This shows that the second-order stimulus elicits a response more similar to that of whole white circles than to 3 mm checks, which are separated by a large distance. Most reduced contrast stimuli resulted in responses that were closely related to responses to uniform grey, and these have been grouped here for ease of interpretation.

Conversely, when compared with the responses to stimuli known to elicit Disruptive responses (i.e. white circles on black and white circles on grey) the second-order stimulus responses were not significantly different on PC2 ($p = 0.867$ and $0.973$, respectively), but were significantly different on PC1 ($p = 0.013$ and 0.022, respectively). This suggests certain image parameters, such as texture, drive Mottle components independently of image parameters that elicit Disruptive components (see §4).

Figure 6b shows the hierarchical cluster tree of the statistical relationship between all of the treatments. This tree demonstrates that the responses to the second-order stimulus are statistically closer to the ‘Disruptive stimuli’ (white circles on grey or black) than to the 2 mm chequerboard or scattered stimuli. However, the second-order stimulus is not closely nested with these disruptive stimuli, suggesting that responses to this stimulus were distinctive among the experimental treatments.
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Figure 7. Illustrating examples of how Disruptive components might be used in both background matching and disruptive camouflage. (a) True disruptive camouflage advantage may be conveyed when components are strongly expressed and coordinated, with the use of exaggerated edges to create false boundaries. At lower levels of expression, or the expression of individual Disruptive components, it is more likely to convey a cryptic background matching advantage in the same visual environment. (b) Here, the white square component alone is expressed by a different animal on the same background, with ‘shading’ giving it a relief similar to the pebbles in the environment.

4. DISCUSSION

The findings reported here afford several insights into how S. officinalis regulates its camouflage. Firstly, they demonstrate the importance of local edge information in eliciting Disruptive components in the body pattern. When presented with isolated edges taken from high-passed circles, the body pattern response is indistinguishable from that to whole white circles on the same background. Secondly, S. officinalis is sensitive to second-order information, responding to cues beyond mean intensity to determine the presence of background objects. A fine pattern organized as a textured ‘object’ results in a very different body pattern response from the same fine pattern presented as a whole background, even when the object has the same average luminance as the background. The sensitivity of S. officinalis to such textural information was suggested by Chiao et al. (2007) who investigated the effect of configuration and size of white squares on the expression of Disruptive body patterns. They found that the strength of the Disruptive pattern was dependent on the configuration of clusters of small light ‘elements’ when contrast, intensity and area were constant. Typically, real objects are not uniform but have a distinct visual texture, so it is not surprising that the visual system of the cuttlefish can use more complex methods of feature detection. Texture is a property of an image region which, in human vision, can be characterized and used to segregate a visual image into regions at a relatively early stage of processing, to ease the computational load at later stages (Landy & Graham 2004). Mounting evidence shows that cuttlefish perceive and use multiple cues to determine what body pattern should be used (figure 1). Here, we see that although the second-order stimulus (objects defined by texture) results in the use of Disruptive components such as the white square and head bar (i.e. PC2 characteristics), this response was combined with Mottle components (PC1 characteristics) not seen in responses to untextured objects. Likewise, Kelman et al. (2008) have shown that a three-dimensional background led to a stronger expression of the Disruptive pattern and the suppression of Mottle components compared with a two-dimensional image of the same background. This highlights the range and flexibility of the cuttlefishes’ ability to use visual information to select camouflage, and suggests that valuable information may be lost if such a complex system is oversimplified. Indeed, the true range of body patterns available to the animal may well extend beyond those that are currently acknowledged. The cuttlefish camouflage has most probably evolved in response to predation from teleost fish, which suggests that fish have similar abilities in figure–ground
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segregation and object recognition to the cephalopods. To respond to a visual environment in an appropriate way and to produce effective camouflage cuttlefish need to be sensitive to the parameters used by their predators.

The importance of cues regarding area, contrast and edginess of objects in the use of Disruptive components by S. officinalis point towards some interesting questions about where a functioning disruptive camouflage (sensu Cott 1940) ends and a functioning background matching begins, and what happens immediately. Placing S. officinalis on a background containing high-contrast, edgy objects of an area approximating that of the animal’s white square elicits a strongly expressed, high-contrast Disruptive response. Is this designed to convey disruptive camouflage, or is the animal simply attempting to match the background for object area and contrast within the limits of its abilities? Cuttlefish undoubtedly use Disruptive components to camouflage in the wild (Hanlon & Messenger 1988; Hanlon et al. 2007), and they are seen expressed on naturalistic backgrounds in the laboratory. Often, such components appear to be used in the differential blending sense of disruptive camouflage, where some components appear cryptic with certain background elements whereas others stand out and are strongly contrasting. There is also evidence that cuttlefish may position themselves to obtain coincident disruptive advantages (Hanlon et al. 2007). Strongly expressed Disruptive body patterns often include areas that appear to be supernormal stimuli designed to enhance false borders, where a light component is edged with a high contrasting thin dark line (figure 7a). Such markings have been shown to exploit vertebrate-like edge detectors and aid outline segmentation (Osorio & Srinivasan 1991; Stevens & Cuthill 2006).

The intermediate expression of Disruptive components, as seen expressed on many of the experimental stimuli used here, fail to meet the conditions thought to be necessary for a disruptive advantage to be conveyed to the animal (Cott 1940; Cuthill et al. 2005; Stevens et al. 2006). For example, Disruptive components often do not extend to the body margins and therefore fail to break up the body outline (figure 7b). This suggests that background matching may be a more likely mechanism to achieve camouflage under these conditions. To fully understand how these body patterns are used, and to assess their effectiveness in real terms, further data are needed in relation to the shallow water visual environments S. officinalis lives in, and the visual capabilities of the predators and prey it encounters there.

Our findings emphasize the similarities between cuttlefish and vertebrate vision. It is demonstrated that S. officinalis uses multiple strategies to perceive and interpret its visual surroundings. We predict that these are comparable to those used by the teleost fish, as we expect image segmentation and object recognition strategies to have evolved in tandem with visual predators. The extraordinarily flexible range of body patterns used by the cuttlefish affords us a unique insight into camouflage design and an increased understanding of how camouflage exploits visual mechanisms.

Experiments were carried out in accordance with Association for the study of Animal Behaviour and University of Sussex guidelines, and met UK legal requirements.
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